
Abstract

A search tool for
syntactically annotated corpora

1 Introduction

Syntactically annotated corpora, or so-called treebanks, have established them-
selves as an important part of linguistic research. They can form the basis for
the development of statistical language models or the verification of theoretical
assumptions. Well-known treebanks for English are the Penn Treebank (Taylor
et al. 2000) and the Susanne Corpus (Sampson 1995).

For German, two treebanks are currently available. The VerbMobil treebank
is a speech corpus that comprises 250,000 tokens (Hinrichs et al. 2000). The
treebank consists of annotated syntactic tree structures based on transcribed
dialogs in the scenarios of appointment negotiations, travel arrangements, and
personal computer maintenance. The Negra Corpus comprises 20,000 syntacti-
cally annotated newspaper sentences (about 350,000 tokens). Characteristics
of the Negra annotation scheme are the labelling of edges to express relations
between nodes and their children, and the use of crossing edges to describe
long-distance dependencies such as extraposed relative clauses (cf. fig. 1).

The TIGER project is based on the resources of the Negra project. The aims
of the TIGER project are to refine the Negra annotation scheme and to annotate
another 40,000 German newspaper sentences (Brants et al. 2002). For applica-
tions, this wealth of information can only be exploited by a specialized search
tool. Within the TIGER project, a treebank search engine has been developed
which supports the rather complex data model of the TIGER corpus (cf. fig. 1).
This tool is called TIGERSearch.

This paper describes the concept of the TIGERSearch tool. The first section
deals with work related to the development of the TIGERSearch tool. It presents
treebank encoding formats and treebank search tools which have influenced the
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Figure 1: Annotation of an extraposed relative clause

development of the TIGERSearch tool. The following section introduces a cor-
pus description language for syntactically annotated corpora which is used for
both defining and querying a corpus. Afterwards, the architecture of the corpus
query processor is presented and some aspects of the graphical user interface
are described. Finally, plans for the future are presented and the results of the
project are discussed.

2 Related work

Treebank encoding formats

Since the TIGERSearch tool works on treebanks, a treebank import format is
needed. As it supports the required graph model of the TIGER corpus, the Ne-
gra format could be used (Brants 1997). Unfortunately, the format is limited to
the features used in the Negra corpus – syntactic category for non-terminal no-
des, word form, part-of-speech tag, and morphological description for terminal
nodes. Further features such as lemma cannot be added.

The bracketing format is used in many treebank projects such as the Penn
Treebank. Though only one feature can be encoded for both terminal and non-
terminal nodes, any desired feature values can be combined as one value using
a separator such as the "-" symbol (e.g. PRELS-Masc.Nom.Sg., cf. token der in
fig. 1). A drawback of this solution is that the individual feature values have to
be isolated in further processing. In the context of the TIGER corpus, an addi-
tional feature has to encode the token position of the terminal nodes. Otherwise
the original token order is lost in sentences that comprise crossing edges.

The XML instantiation of the Corpus Encoding Standard (XCES, cf. Ide et al.
2000) has been introduced to define a standard for linguistic annotation. The
main idea of this standard is to use stand-off annotation, i.e. to encode each an-
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notation level in a different file. The annotation levels of a corpus are merged
by referencing the basic annotation level, usually the token level. The recom-
mendations of the XCES initiative for encoding syntactic annotation take into
account all known representations of syntactic annotations (Ide and Romary
2000a). Thus, phrase structures can be encoded by embedding elements, and
graph structures are represented by references. However, defining the XCES
format as the import format of the TIGERSearch tool has some technical dra-
wbacks: Due to the flexibility of the XCES approach, the concrete realization
of an encoding (separation of the annotation levels, representation of graph
structure) is left to the corpus. Thus, a restricted version of the XCES standard
would be necessary to define a unique import format.

The presented treebank encoding formats are interesting candidates for the
required import format. Unfortunately, there are some drawbacks for each for-
mat. Thus, an alternative encoding will be developed within the next section.
However, the approaches presented previously have greatly influenced the de-
velopment process.

Treebank search tools

The first treebank search tool was the tgrep tool (Pito 1993) which was dis-
tributed with the first release of the Penn Treebank. The tgrep tool has been
designed to process syntactic annotations that are based on trees. It uses the
bracketing format as an input format. Before processing a new corpus, the cor-
pus represented in bracketing format is first converted into a binary index. This
index represents the corpus as a whole as well as information about the corpus
that can improve query processing efficiency. As it is based on the use of regular
expressions, the query language of tgrep is quite difficult to learn, especially for
occasional usage.

The ICECUP tool has been designed as an alternative to tools using logical
query languages such as tgrep or CorpusSearch (cf. Wallis and Nelson 2000).
In ICECUP corpus queries are drawn by the user, i.e. nodes and relations bet-
ween nodes can be expressed in a graphical query editor. ICECUP is based on
a professional graphical user interface that includes graphical query input and
graphical visualization of query results. Similar to tgrep, ICECUP makes use of
an index-based approach that is limited to annotations of tree structures.

The VIQTORYA tool is the only tool that supports the data model used in
the TIGER corpus. In a preprocessing step a treebank is transformed into a re-
lational database. Afterwards, the transformed corpus can be accessed by SQL
queries. For the sake of user-friendliness a logical query language has been de-
veloped. Queries expressed in this language are converted into SQL queries to
access the corpus database. The main motivation of the database approach is to
obviate the development of a query processing engine. One of its disadvantages
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is the memory-intensive mapping of the graph structures to the relational data-
base which might lead to a database size that cannot be handled. In addition,
corpora that can be processed by VIQTORYA are currently limited to corpora
annotated according to the Negra format.

The TIGERSearch tool tries to combine the interesting features of the pre-
sented tools. The definition of a user-friendly query language and development
of a graphical user interface are the main focus.

3 A corpus description language

This section presents a survey of the corpus description language. A detailed
introduction can be found in König and Lezius (2002a), a formal definition can
be found in König and Lezius (2002b).

A treebank query tool usually defines two languages to communicate with
the user. The corpus definition language is the encoding format that is used to
define a new treebank. For example, tools such as tgrep use the bracketing
format for corpus definition. The corpus query language lets the user express his
queries to the corpus. These two languages usually differ greatly.

The corpus description language of TIGERSearch tries to avoid this separati-
on. As an advantage the user has to learn just one language. Furthermore, the
design of the two languages is much more appropriate as the definition langua-
ge is a subset of the query language. The languages simply differ in the level of
specification (totally specified vs. underspecified).

A walk through the description language

Nodes

Syntactic phrases usually comprise morphosyntactic information such as part-
of-speech, case, number, etc. In computational linguistics, feature structures
encode such linguistic data. To express this kind of information feature records,
i.e. flat feature structures whose feature values are constants, are used. Boolean
expressions can be used both on the feature value level and on the feature-
value-pair level. For example, all proper nouns (NE) and nouns (NN) can be
retrieved by the following query:

[pos= ("NE"|"NN")]

To search for the word form Mann which is used as a noun two feature-value-
pairs are combined by conjunction:

[word="Mann & "pos="NN"]
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Feature values which cannot be enumerated (for features such as word or lem-
ma) can be referred to by regular expressions. For example, nouns with initial
H can be described by (the "/" symbols mark a regular expression):

[word = /H.*/ & pos="NN"]

Node relations

Since graphs are two-dimensional objects, one basic node relation for each di-
mension is needed: direct precedence "." for the horizontal dimension and
labelled direct dominance ">L" for the vertical dimension (the precedence of
two inner nodes is defined as the precedence of their leftmost terminal succes-
sors, cf. König and Lezius 2002a). There are also several derived relations such
as general dominance or a sibling relation. The following expression describes
a noun phrase that comprises a relative clause (cf. extraposed relative clause in
fig. 1):

[cat="NP"] >RC [cat="S"]

Graph descriptions

A graph description consists of restricted Boolean expressions of node relations.
Negation is not allowed. Variables are used to express identity of two node de-
scriptions. The following expression describes noun phrases (NP) that comprise
a determiner (ART) and a noun (NN):

#np:[cat="NP"] > [pos="ART"] & #np > [pos="NN"]

Please note that the corpus graph in fig. 1 matches this expression. To restrict
the noun phrase to a determiner and a noun only, the node predicate arity can
be used:

#np:[cat="NP"]>[pos="ART"] & #np>[pos="NN"] & arity(#np,2)

Types

The user can also define type hierarchies for features. A type definition might
include subtypes or constants. The following example illustrates a type hierar-
chy for the STTS tagset:

stts := nominal, verbal, others.

nominal := Noun, properNoun, pronoun.

noun := "NN".

properNoun := "NE".

pronoun := "PPPER", "PPOS", "PRELS", ... .
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Such a hierarchy can be used to formulate queries in a more adequate way:

[pos=nominal] .* [pos="VVFIN"]

Corpus definition vs. corpus query

Any expression of the corpus description language represents a corpus query.
In contrast, a corpus definition is restricted. A corpus is defined graph by graph
and constitutes a corpus graph in a unique way: all features of a node are
specified, node relations are exactly defined, only conjunctions may be used,
etc. The following example defines the extraposed relative clause in fig. 1:

<sentence id="graphid">

"t1":[word="der" & pos="PPRELS" & morph="Masc.Nom.Sg"] &

"t2":[word="lacht" & pos="VVFIN" & morph="3.Sg.Pres.Ind"] &

"n1":[cat="S"] &

"t1" . "t2" & "n1" >SB "t1" & "n1" >HD "t2" &

arity("n1",2) & root("n1")

</sentence>

The TIGER-XML format

The concept of merging corpus definition and corpus query into a common
corpus description language has some obvious advantages. But there also so-
me technical drawbacks: First, some symbols are difficult to encode as feature
values (e.g. word="""). Second, corpus definitions cannot be validated. Third,
the corpus description language does not allow the encoding of corpus query
results combined with the matching corpus graphs.

For this reason an XML-based encoding format has been developed which is
semantically equivalent to the corpus definition language. The so-called TIGER-
XML format represents the graph structure by using references. By assigning
XSLT stylesheets to TIGER-XML documents, conversions into different formats
can be easily realized. The following example illustrates the XML encoding of
the relative clause in fig. 1:

<s id="graphid">

<graph root="n1">

<terminals>

<t id="t1" word="der" pos="PRELS" morph="Masc.Nom.Sg" />

<t id="t2" word="lacht" pos="VVFIN" morph="3.Sg.Pres.Ind" />

</terminals>

<nonterminals>

<nt id="n1" cat="S">
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<edge label="SB" idref="t1" />

<edge label="HD" idref="t2" />

</nt>

</nonterminals>

</graph>

</s>

The TIGER-XML format is used as the default import format of the TIGERSearch
tool. Corpora encoded in different formats have to be converted into TIGER-
XML first. To support as many existing treebanks as possible, import filters,
i.e. converters to TIGER-XML, for well-known treebank encoding formats are
included in the TIGERSearch distribution.

4 Corpus query processing

As a step towards a query processor for the TIGERSearch query language, the
TIGER calculus is defined. The calculus is a straightforward adaptation of the
resolution calculus for Horn clauses in logic programming languages. Correct-
ness and completeness of the calculus are shown in König and Lezius (2002b).
Thus, any correct and complete implementation of the TIGER calculus is a cor-
rect and complete interpreter of the TIGERSearch query language.

INDEX

corpus definition
   query processing

indexing

lookup

   corpus query

  query

TIGER−XML

TIGER−XML

Figure 2: System architecture of TIGERSearch

System architecture

The implementation of the calculus developed in the TIGERSearch project is
based on an index (cf. fig. 2). In a preprocessing step, a new corpus encoded
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in the TIGER-XML format is converted into a binary index representation. The
index represents the results of inference rules of the calculus that can be ap-
plied before processing a query. Thus, query processing at runtime consists of
applying inference rules that are based on the facts represented in the index
and the user’s query. The query processing algorithm is described in the next
section.

Query processing

The query processing algorithm is illustrated by an example. For the sake of
clarity, this example presents a restricted view on the implemented algorithm.
The following example query is processed on a corpus that only comprises the
example sentence in fig. 1:

#p:[cat="NP" | cat="S"] > #t:[pos="PRELS"] & arity(#p,2)

The first step transforms the query into disjunctive normal form. All disjuncts
are moved to the graph description level. The result of the normalization step
is a list of independent disjuncts that can be processed separately:

( #p:[cat="NP"] & #t:[pos="PRELS"] & #p > #t & arity(#p,2) ) |

( #p:[cat="S"] & #t:[pos="PRELS"] & #p > #t & arity(#p,2) )

The following description concentrates on the second disjunct:

#p:[cat="S"] & #t:[pos="PRELS"] & #p > #t & arity(#p,2)

In a second step the node descriptions of the query disjunct are admitted to the
so-called store. The store collects all variables and their constraints used in the
query. As a result of the second step, the query is divided into a query skeleton
and the store:

#p & #t & #p > #t & arity(#p,2)

variable assignment constraint
#p -- [cat="S"]

#t -- [pos="PRELS"]

In the third step all corpus graphs are checked for a match of the query. For
each corpus graph the conjuncts of the query skeleton are traversed from left to
right: Node variables such as #p are assigned to matching corpus graph nodes
and node relations (#p>#t) or node predicates (arity(#p,2)) are checked. If
an assignment leads to a logical clash or if a predicate or relation check is
not successful, backtracking is initiated and processing continues with the last
conjunct.
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In the example shown, the algorithm starts with the conjunct #p. If the root
node of the corpus graph in fig. 1 is assigned to the variable #p, the contraints
[cat="CS"] of the root node and [cat="S"] in the store are unified. This uni-
fication leads to a logical clash. If #p is assigned to the S-node in the right
subgraph of the corpus graph, the assignment is successful. The result of the
unification is represented in the store:

#p & #t & #p > #t & arity(#p,2)

variable assignment constraint
#p "n1" [cat="S"]

#t -- [pos="PRELS"]

In this case, the node variable #t has to be assigned next. #t can be suc-
cessfully assigned to the token der. Note that the result of the unification of the
stored constraint of #t and the feature-value-pairs of the corpus node der is the
new constraint of #t:

#p & #t & #p > #t & arity(#p,2)

variable assignment constraint
#p "n1" [cat="S"]

#t "t1" [word="der" & pos="PRELS" &

morph="Masc.Nom.Sg"]

The node relation and node predicate checks for the assigned corpus nodes
of #p and #t are also successful. Now all conjuncts have been traversed – a
match has been found. The match result is represented by the current store:

#p & #t & #p > #t & arity(#p,2)
p

variable assignment constraint
#p "n1" [cat="S"]

#t "t1" [word="der" & pos="PRELS" &

morph="Masc.Nom.Sg"]

Efficient query processing

The backtracking algorithm realizes an exhaustive search on all variable assign-
ments which leads to correct and complete, but sometimes inefficient query
processing. To increase efficiency, query optimization and search space filter
strategies have been applied. The following example query will illustrate the
query optimization strategy:

#p:[cat="S"] & #t:[pos="PPER"] & #p > #t & arity(#p,2)
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The traversal of the query conjuncts from left to right is inefficient in this
example. As unification of corpus nodes with node descriptions in the query
are much more time-consuming than node relation or node predicate checks,
the query should be reorganized in the following way:

#p:[cat="S"] & arity(#p,2) & #t:[pos="PPER"] & #p > #t

This query variant is semantically equivalent to the original query. The query
optimization in this example increases efficiency by 75%.

The main idea of search space filters is to reduce the set of corpus graphs
that are match candidates for a query. As a first step forward, a node filter has
been implemented. It concentrates on the node descriptions of a query and
ignores node relations and node predicates. It analyzes the node descriptions
and reduces the original query to a conjunction of restrictive node descriptions.
For example, the query shown above would be reduced to:

#t:[pos="PPER"]

Note that the reduced query is a generalization of the original query. Corpus
graphs that match the reduced query are match candidates for the original
query. Corpus graphs that do not match the reduced query can be ignored. If
the example query is processed on the TIGER corpus, the set of corpus graph
candidates is reduced to 25%.

5 The graphical user interface

Tools such as ICECUP show that a graphical user interface is of particular im-
portance for a corpus query tool. Thus, a sophisticated user interface has been
developed for the TIGERSearch software. The TIGERGraphViewer visualizes
the results of a corpus query. Users can browse through the matching corpus
graphs and export their favourite matches as TIGER-XML documents or inter-
active SVG images.

To assist new users of the TIGERSearch software, a graphical query editor
called TIGERin has been developed (cf. Voormann 2002). Queries can be drawn
by combining node and node relation objects (cf. fig. 3). The user can concen-
trate on the corpus and does not have to first get involved in the logical query
language.

6 Conclusion

This paper has presented the concept of the treebank search tool TIGERSearch.
The software has been implemented in Java and is available for all major plat-
forms. Current work concentrates on the improvement of query processing ef-
ficiency by realizing more complex search space filters. On a technical level, a
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Figure 3: The graphical query editor

client/server architecture will be implemented. Thin clients will communicate
with a high-end server that serves incoming query requests.

This scenario is also interesting for the publication of the TIGER corpus.
Registered users of the TIGER corpus will be able to access the corpus with any
browser or applet client.

TIGERSearch offers an expressive query language and efficient query eva-
luation – at least for modestly-sized corpora. For larger corpora, more effective
indexing and search space filter strategies have yet to be realized. The graphi-
cal user interface, especially the graphical query editor and the visualization of
query results, makes TIGERSearch a powerful and easy to handle search tool.


